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Then +e induces an outer automorphism on Clo,cs,,l(pe) N Qs . Since p1 acts 
fixed-point-free on [Qx)], thus ] CrG,(?,,)! = 22 and ?O induces an outer 
automorphism on Qi and on Qa w-here [Q, (pJ] = Q1 * Qp and Q1 E Qa N Qs . 
Hence cr~.,~d%J = EP , contradicting the fact that C~o~(P1~~(+,,) is &invariant 
and C&a) = 1. Thus we have C,(pl) n C&a) = (2). Therefore z and 
- 
dPPn act fixed-point-free on Q. Let C, be an involution in p1 -4 N & . 
case (1). ?iE&. Then we may assume ?r inverts pi = (pl , a). In 
particular ?1 inverts hjja . As C&& = 1, it follows that C&?,)] = 22. 
Acting on Q with <A , i+$), we see that Q = C&,P& . Co(pOp,apsp) and so 
CQ(P~PIP~) =8C~(~o~C~z2) = Qs * Qs and thus CQ(TI) = Es5 - 
Case (2). 71 EF~ .I - Fr . Then $1 = paa. Let p” E Cp,(?J be an element 
of order 3. We have either C,(p) = 1 or Co@) N Qs * Qs . 
(a) Cd@) = 1. Then Co(,) rr E85 by arguing as above. 
(b) Co@) N Qs x Q, . Acting with (A , /r) on [Q, p] e Qs v Qs , we get 
[Q, PI = ‘%.<ndAd- %~ta,~hW As b%iW = A$, so CcadFoP) = 
Cto.cb,l(&ap) e Qs . This implies that C~o,cp,~(~l) N EzJ. From the structure 
of .Za ?r inverts an element j.5” w~~.lp and (p”, p”*) E Syls(flr . f). So Co(p) = 
[Q, p”*]. Acting with (A, jY> on Co(p) we have Co(p) = Cc-~,&&) Cc,&&aj5’*) 
and C,-+&a~*) N Cc,&.$,*j?*) N Qs . Thus ?1 induces an outer auto- 
morphism on Ccg(6)(&~*) and on Cc,&$,a~*) and so Cco&rr) N E14. 
Hence Co(r,) N E,r . 
Sow u-e remark that there are involutions in the coset QT~ . Suppose o(~i) = 4. 
Then there exists an element u E Q with o(T+) = 2, so T~UT~U = T~T~T;‘UT~U = 
ZVI . u = 1 and then ZPI = XU-l, contradicting the fact that the inverse image 
of C&i,) in Q is isomorphic either to Ez5 or (2,2,2,4). Thus we have o(T1) = 2. 
Hence X splits over Q and M splits also over Q. We have proved the following 
result 
LEMhL4 1. The group M is a splitting extension of Q by (F,, x F1) . I with 
F, h 2, , F1 N A,, I 1! Z, , F, * I N X3 and F1 . I h & . Let F, = (p,,>. 
Then C&J = 1. Let P, be an &-subgroup of F1 . Then P1 = <pl , pp) such that 
- G(PJ = Gh) = Qs x Qs and Co(pIp2) = Cd(z) = 1. Furthermore 
CO(POPI) = Gh+d = Q8 ad G(P~P~P~) = G(o*~l~s) h !A x 0, . Let 7 be 
an inwolution in F, x F1 . Then C,(T) ‘V Es+ . Thus QT contains exactly 32 
inooh&ions with I 7Q ] = ,(,z)Q ! = 16 and 7 7LAw rz. Let 71 be an involution in 
(F, x F1) . I -Fe x F1 such that [TV , plpp] = 1. Then CQ(~l) N Es5 . Thus Qrl 
contains 32 inooktions with 1 T~Q = I(T~z)Q I = 16 and 71 +,w TAX. Let T* be an 
involution in (Fo x F1) * I - F, x F1 such that [T8 , pl] = 1. Then CQ(~2) E Es4 . 
Thus Qr2 contains 32 &solutions which are all conjugate under Q. 
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Let P = F. x PI be an &-subgroup of .M. 11-e have C,(p,) II Qs * Q, znd 
Pl(pi) acts faithfully on C,(pJ hence ,OP acts transitkeiy on 18 noncentral 
involutions of C&J. S imilarly Co(popfle) 5 Co(popi2pfa; fz Q8 * Q, end 
P,‘(popIp2) acts faithfully on CJpopIpa), so QP acts transitively on 18 zoncentrei 
involutions of C,(poplp2). On the other hand popI %sfp~ls and C,(p& rz 
Co(p,,pra) 2 Q, . Thus 9 r C,(u), for every imolutioa I: E Q - (a>. Further 
as Q has 270 noncentral involutions and as Co(x) = 1 for an element X of 
order 5 of X, it follows that 3 ( C,\,(u) . Since M has exactly 2 conjugacp 
subgroups of order 3 with the representatives pi and popzpa which centrake 
some noncectrai involutions of Q, thus M has precisely 2 conjugacy classes ci 
kolutions with the representatkes a and b where [a, pl] = [b, po,plpJ = Z. 
I$- [3, (3.11)& we have 31: C,(a) = 2 . 3’ . 5 =I 90 and i Ji : C,,(b) = 
2’ 32 . 5 = 180 and a h5 a. By [3, (3.13)j a .+o b. We have Fro*:ed 
LEXMA 2. 31 has precisely 2 conjugacy classes oj incotohtions contained i:s 
Q - (z> sith the representatives a and b. ?Ve hare i a”’ = 2 . 32 * 5 = 9.2 and 
bJf = 2e . 3’ * 5 = 180. Furthermore a wc I and b & a. 
LetL =Q(QonM)w-itha~Q- (2) 2nd a hcz. Let ?- = Q * SZL. be 
an Sa-wbgroup of 31 where S E Syl,((F, x Fl) . I), Set F’ = S n L. Then 
V N Ez3 and Z(S) C V. Let 7 E Z(S)+ r\ Fl an& cut d = C,(T) :X (IT>. T!xn 
d 1 Z&a and A 4 T. Further C(A) = A. Let .Y E 0,: - -11, then z” = s. 
Hence Ax C’iz = (Q . (Q, n M)” = Qu . (Q n X,) where XT = C(u). On 
the other hand A” C M, thus AZ 2 L. It fo!:ows rhat AZ n Q z .Eas and 
AZ r? V = (c). Sow there is an element y E :~(pOXiX;I(lv) suck thar z:u E Z(S). 
T!urs 4°F < T. Since T is self-normalizing, so d = &. Xs AT $ X, so :ve haI- 
proved S(A) Z 111. It is easy to see that A contains 6 classes of invchrrions under 
the action of N.w(A) with the representatives z (i conjugate), G (6 conj.5, 
u1 (12 conj.) (al weI1 a), 6 (12 conj.), (16 conj.) ax! 2 (16 co3j.). Let ri = 
iJr(-q) : LYa,l(il)‘, the length of the orbit of a in -‘;!A). Since :\r(d)/9 Is iso- 
morphic to 2 subgroup of GL(6,2), L ~0 we ha\-e n’ = 7 or 5 . 7. Assume d = 7. 
Ther. 2 -eX.tA! a and / aFtA) = 28. Furthermore b-v’.4! = 28, since otkerwk 
b.WAJ = ‘12 and ray(A) ! = 16 (say); let R be a subgroup of order 7 of ?<[A> 
then C,(R) rr E,s contains 5 conjugates of b and 2 conjugates of 7,s’; on the 
other hand 3 1 I\:,-(~)(R) ; let P be a subgroup of order 3 of ,‘I’.~(,)(R), then P 
centralizes CA(R), contradicting the fact that CA(B) % E,, r 2s P -3:;ll FO = 
/ ,p,,>. It foilo\vs that an S,-subgroup of i\T(A) acts fixed-point-free on 1. .;?_s 
C,(F,) = (2, rj so C.l’,A)(Fo) = Cm,.MtA)(FO) ths C.y;A)(Faj r 2, x D, . Sol:- 
iet R be a minimal normal subgroup of :v = :%‘(-+A. Suppose R is soivabk, 
then R is either 2-group or 7-group. If R is 2 2-grog, theE C.&q) = A, TV E,, . - 
Let W = Cs(AOj, then a< :%r. As Z(T) = (a), SO R ’ ,< 2. SCW _y:rr is -- 
isomorphic to 2 subgroup of GL(3,2). Sixe i: 3: 7 , A-,‘TP , so -v;rf 2r 
GL(3,2). Thus 1 17 1 = l?. Let R, . F,, be a subgrott? of crder 21 of ,.., z.r-he:e 
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j R, 1 = 7, then C&R,, * F,) = 1. Let w E C&?a . F,,) be an involution, then 
CA(~) N E*s, contradicting CA(&) = 1. If 1 ff 1 = 7, then 1 C#) A C~(F,,):, 
# 1 and we get a contradiction as above. Thus if is not solvable. Hence 
R N L,(2), but then 1 + C,(R) 4 E, a contradiction. Thus we have d = 5 - 7, 
so I ZE 1 = 35 and 1T acts irreducibly on A. Ley f7 be a minimal normal subgroup 
of iv. Then fl is either 7-group of ff is simple. If I i7 1 = 7 then CA(H) = 1 
but R centralizes a subgroup K of order 5 of m and C,(K) N E.p , a contradic- 
tion. Hence R is simple and R N A, or L,(2). In any case C’,(R) + 1, a con- 
tradiction. 
The proof of the proposition is complete. 
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